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Abstract—The safety-critical aspects of cyber-physical systems
motivate the need for rigorous analysis of these systems. In
the literature this work is often done using idealized models
of systems where the analysis can be carried out using highlevel reasoning techniques such as Lyapunov functions and model
checking. In this paper we present V ERI D RONE, a foundational
framework for reasoning about cyber-physical systems at all levels
from high-level models to C code that implements the system.
V ERI D RONE is a library within the Coq proof assistant enabling
us to build on its foundational implementation, its interactive
development environments, and its wealth of libraries capturing
interesting theories ranging from real numbers and differential
equations to verified compilers and floating point numbers. These
features make proof assistants in general, and Coq in particular, a
powerful platform for unifying foundational results about safetycritical systems and ensuring interesting properties at all levels
of the stack.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Errors in cyber-physical systems can lead to disastrous
consequences. Classic examples date back to the Therac-25
radiation incidents in 1987 [1] and the Ariane 5 rocket crash
in 1996 [2]. More recently, Toyota’s unintended acceleration
bug was caused by software errors [3], and certain cars were
found vulnerable to attacks that can take over key parts of the
control software, even allowing attackers to remotely disable
the brakes [4], [5]. Pacemakers were also found vulnerable to
attacks that can cause deadly consequences for the patient [6].
The importance of safety for cyber-physical systems has
motivated a lot of work to improve their reliability. Techniques
include model checking [7]–[10], hybrid automata [11], [12],
interactive theorem proving [13]–[17], control theory [18]–
[22], and domain specific languages [23]. While these techniques are a marked improvement, previous work in these areas
fall short of a complete solution for at least one of four reasons.
First, many prior tools and techniques are customized to
prove particular classes of properties, for example stability or
safety properties, but cannot provide whole-system verification
results. Second, most tools and techniques are developed in
isolation and the lack of a formal connection between the
individual tools and formalisms makes it difficult to combine
their results in a rigorous way. Third, many prior approaches
work on a model of the cyber-physical system, rather than
the code that implements the model. This leaves open the
possibility of bugs in the implementation. In cyber-physical
systems this discrepancy can be particularly problematic due
both to timing characteristics of real-time systems and discrete

approximations, for example computing with floating point (in
the code) rather than real numbers (in the model). Fourth, the
guarantees provided by prior work often come in the form
of proofs produced by unverified decision procedures such as
SMT solvers, complex math solvers, or custom-built analyzers,
thus still leaving the possibility of bugs in the verification tool
themselves.
In this paper, we present a brief overview of our
V ERI D RONE project, which aims to address the above limitations by building a foundational verification infrastructure
for cyber-physical systems in the Coq proof assistant [24].
Coq provides a trustworthy substrate in which to state and
prove interesting properties in a rigorous and foundational
way. We believe that this substrate is the key to solving
the above problems. Using Coq’s rich logic we can express
and verify a wide range of properties across many levels of
abstraction. We can also connect the abstractions used by
different tools making it possible to compose properties established by different systems. Further, by leveraging existing Coq
libraries for programming languages and compilers, we can
formally connect high-level models of cyber-physical systems
to the concrete code that implements these models. Finally,
the trustworthiness of all of our results can be traced back to
Coq’s small trusted core providing high assurance of even the
most complex properties.
Outline. We begin with an example showing our use of
V ERI D RONE to foundationally verify a simple runtime monitor in the context of quadcopters (Section II). Using this example as a springboard, we then describe four broad directions
that can be explored in the context of foundational verification
of cyber-physical systems:
•

Properties: Section IV describes some interesting
properties that we can formalize in V ERI D RONE.

•

Proofs: Section V describes proof techniques for establishing these properties in a foundational setting.

•

Compilation: Section VI describes the challenges
associated with compiling cyber-physical controllers
down to a computational platform in a reliable way.

•

Uncertainty: Section VII describes the challenges of
dealing with uncertainty due to sensors, actuators, and
models of the physical world.

All of our work is available on the V ERI D RONE website:
http://veridrone.ucsd.edu/

II.

C ASE S TUDY: RUNTIME M ONITORS

We begin by considering building runtime monitors to
enforce safety properties. In cyber-physical systems, runtime
monitors are a lightweight way to gain formal guarantees of
the behavior of unverified control software. These runtime
monitors sit between the control software and the actuators
and ensure that the outputs from the control software are “safe”
with respect to some property, for example staying within a
geo-fence. If the outputs from the unverified control software
might cause the system to violate the property, the monitor
intervenes and adjusts the outputs accordingly.
In V ERI D RONE, we specify and verify cyber-physical
systems in the style of Lamport [25] using discrete-time linear
temporal logic. Within this formalism we have defined an
abstraction (called Sys) to specify the transitions of timed
hybrid systems. For example, consider a monitor that enforces
an upper bound on velocity (MAX_VEL). Letting v be the
velocity, a the acceleration, and ap the acceleration proposed
by the existing control software, this velocity monitor can be
specified as follows:
Def D := (v + ap ∗ ∆ ≤ MAX_VEL ∧ a0 = ap ) ∨ a0 = 0.
Def W := v̇ = a ∧ ȧ = 0.
Def VelMon := Sys∆ D W.

Informally, D represents the discrete part of the system (including the monitor), W represents the differential dynamics
of the world, and ∆ captures an upper bound on the worstcase execution time of D. The logic of the discrete transition
states that if the proposed acceleration ap will keep the system
safe until the next time the monitor runs (v + ap ∗ ∆ ≤
MAX_VEL) it is safe (a0 = ap ). Otherwise, the monitor issues
the safe acceleration (a0 = 0). Here, we use prime to denote
the value of a variable after a transition. Finally, W expresses
the dynamics of velocity in a single dimension. We use Coq
to prove that this is an abstraction of the full dynamics.
It is important to note that the value of ap (the proposed acceleration) is unconstrained, which represents that we impose
no assumptions on the existing, unverified control software.
This means that the monitor ensures safety regardless of what
the existing control software does.
Using temporal logic we can state and prove properties of
systems such as the velocity monitor. For example, the correctness criterion for the velocity monitor states that if the system
starts in a region (described by I) and evolves according to
the specification of the velocity monitor, then the system will
never exceed the bound on velocity. In V ERI D RONE, we state
this property using the following formula (the  represents
“always”):
I ∧  VelMon `  (v ≤ MAX_VEL)

Describing both the system and the property within temporal logic makes it easy to reason about both. Temporal
induction lies at the heart of verifying properties such as this
one, and indeed most properties. The following S YS -I ND rule
specializes the principle of temporal induction for our Sys
abstraction, allowing us to avoid repeatedly proving some of
the administrative obligations that arise from timing.
P ∧ 0 ≤ τ ≤ ∆ ∧ D ∧ 0 ≤ τ 0 ≤ ∆ ` P0
P ∧ τ ≤ ∆ ∧ Cont(W ∧ τ̇ = −1 ∧ τ ≥ 0) ` P0
S YS -I ND
P ∧  (Sys∆ D W) `  P

In this definition, τ represents the timer tracking the amount
of time remaining before the discrete component must run,
and Cont W specifies the continuous transition. We use P0
to denote the formula P with all variables replaced with their
primed version.
By working in Coq’s expressive logic, we are able to prove
this (and other) specialized reasoning principles foundationally.
Crucially, we obtain the benefits of customizable domainspecific reasoning without jeopardizing soundness.
III.

F OUNDATIONAL P ROOF A SSISTANTS

Coq is an interactive proof assistant that allows users
to write specifications, programs, and proofs in a rich logic
based on type theory. While the use of type theory is not
essential, the richness of the logic is crucial because it makes it
natural to express interesting properties, e.g. stability, without
relying on complex encodings. Whereas other systems might
define abstractions such as temporal logic or hybrid systems
axiomatically (i.e.: by stating axioms that are assumed to
hold), in V ERI D RONE we define these abstractions from first
principles in Coq, and then prove theorems about them (rather
than assuming they hold). Doing the verification from first
principles in this way provides two benefits. First, it gives our
results a solid foundation in Coq’s own logic ensuring that
our reasoning is sound. This comes for free when working in
Coq since all results are justified by independently checkable
proof witnesses. Second, building within Coq allows us to
use theories developed in it, for example, the theory of real
arithmetic or the semantics of C programs.
To see what we mean, let us dive into the definition of the
Sys abstraction that our velocity monitor uses.
Def Sys∆ D W :=
( D ∧ 0 ≤ τ 0 ≤ ∆) ∨ Cont (W ∧ τ̇ = −1 ∧ τ ≥ 0).

In this (stylized) Coq definition, we state explicitly that a
Sys∆ transition is either a transition of the discrete action (D)
or a transition of the continuous dynamics (W). The formula
W is a predicate over the variables of a system and their
derivative, allowing one to specify constraints on the evolution
that mention the time derivatives of the state of the system.
The extra τ variable encodes a stop-watch that is re-initialized
when the discrete program runs and counts down in lockstep
with time during the continuous transition. The final assertion
in the Cont clause ensures that the value of the stop-watch
never goes negative ensuring that the discrete transition runs
at least once every ∆ time.
Explicitly defining abstractions, such as Sys, allows us to
prove the rules about them as Coq theorems. Our formalism,
however, does not bottom out at Sys. We defined Cont
explicitly in Coq leveraging Coq’s theory of analysis. Doing
this allowed us to foundationally prove, rather than axiomatize,
Platzer’s differential induction proof technique [26] for reasoning about continuous transitions. To be concrete, the less-than
case of the property is the following:
W ` ȧ ≤ ḃ
D IFF -I ND -<
a < b ∧ Cont(W) ` (a < b)0

This formalizes the idea that a < b is preserved by a continuous transition W if W ensures that the derivative of a is
bounded by the derivative of b.

While this proof had previously been done on paper, ours
is the first fully foundational version of this proof that we are
aware of and it connects directly to our definitions; there is no
gap where errors could have crept in. This is important because
several of our early adaptations of differential induction were
unsound for subtle reasons and it was only while completing
the proof that we discovered (and fixed) the problems.
IV.

P ROPERTIES

The richness of our formalism makes it possible to apply
V ERI D RONE to reason about a range of interesting properties.
Monitor Composition. Beyond the individual monitors that
we presented in Section II we also developed a theory of
monitor composition [27] by building on Coq’s higher-order
logic. We developed (and proved) theorems that allow us
to perform spatial transformations, e.g. enforcing a lowerbound on velocity instead of an upper bound, and to combine
individual monitors in both a conjunctive and disjunctive style.
Using spatial transformation and conjunctive composition
allowed us to build a monitor that guarantees that the quadcopter stays within a cube by (mostly) composing proofs of
our simple monitors. Carrying this proof all the way down to
the physical dynamics of the quadcopter (based on roll, pitch,
yaw, and total thrust) required that we reason about highly
non-linear equations including trigonometric functions. Our
reasoning even includes enforcing a “small angle constraint”
ensuring that the quadcopter remains roughly vertical where
the dynamics are more predictable. Doing this sort of reasoning
within completely automated tools would likely be difficult
since automated solvers struggle with non-linear dynamics.
Using an interactive proof assistant makes it tractable.
On top of the development of the cube, our composition
theorems make it trivial to enforce any “pixelized” shape. For
example, we can ensure that the quadcopter does not come
within 10 feet of the pilot despite being able to fly over and
around the pilot.
Our composition theorems crucially rely on Coq’s higherorder logic. While the base monitors took longer to develop
than they might in another system, the ability to foundationally
compose these individual components turns them into building
blocks for larger verification efforts.
Stability & Robustness. We have also explored verification of
stability [28] and robustness properties [29] in V ERI D RONE.
The expressiveness of our temporal logic makes it relatively
straightforward to state both properties. For example, we can
state stability with the following definition:
Def LyapunovStable x :=
∃ x0 α, α > 0 ∧ x = x0 ∧  (|x| ≤ |x0 | ∗ α).

Stability is a trace predicate, describing the boundedness of
the value x over time. While proving stability manually can
be quite painful, Coq’s rich logic makes it possible to formalize
(and verify) the theory of Lyapunov functions and use them to
foundationally verify stability of our models. This technique
drastically simplifies proving stability for our systems.
Robustness is an interesting property that essentially allows
us to “blame violations of properties on disturbances.” For

example, it allows us to formally prove that any violation of
the boundary can be directly attributed to random forces such
as wind. Tackling this problem presented interesting challenges
because it required that our models represent non-deterministic
forces that we did not model in earlier developments.
Our work on robustness up until this point has just
scratched the surface, and we believe that a promising future
direction is to understand how robustness can allow us to vertically compose systems. For example, can we use robustness
to compose a safety monitor that outputs attitudes with an
attitude controller?
High-level properties. Beyond classic control theory properties, there are higher-level properties that one might be
interested in proving, such as: collision avoidance; following
a path; and always having enough battery to go back home.
Even more aggressively, one might also want to look at
proving correctness properties about application-specific controllers, for example controllers that deliver packages, survey
geographic areas, film sporting events, or help with rescue
operations. Solving these problems requires both developing
formal definitions of correctness and building techniques for
reasoning about them. Crucially, working in Coq’s expressive
logic will not limit the types of properties we can express or
the reasoning techniques we employ.
V.

P ROOF T ECHNIQUES

One of the perceived drawbacks of working in such an
expressive logic is that verification often requires manual
intervention. This may initially give researchers (and practitioners) pause in adopting proof assistants given the wealth of
more automated techniques such as hybrid model checking.
However, even in this comparison, proof assistants provide
some very significant benefits. For example, the richness of
Coq’s logic makes it possible to implement automated tools
and verify them. Previous work has shown how to develop
and verify model checkers within proof assistants [30]. While
these formalisms rely on automata-based formalisms, we can
formalize the connection to our logic-based formalism foundationally in Coq. This connection would allow us to take formal
results (justified by automated tools) and compose them with
results that are beyond the scope of fully automated tools in a
completely foundational way.
Because of the interaction with the physics of the real
world, reasoning about cyber-physical systems often boils
down to real-valued mathematics. While Coq provides some
automation for dealing with real arithmetic in a fully foundational way [31], Coq’s procedures can sometimes be slow or
incomplete. However, when complete rigor is not necessary,
we can still benefit from state-of-the-are solvers that are more
efficient and complete by integrating them into Coq, albeit in
an unverified way. In particular, we have developed a Coq
plugin [32] that allows us to interface with state-of-the-art
SMT solvers including Z3 [33], CVC [34], and Polya [35].
Although properties verified by the plugin are not foundational
– thus leaving a gap in the otherwise fully foundational
verification – current efforts are underway by other groups
to build foundational proofs automatically [36], [37]. In the
meantime relying on these tools is not uncommon, for example
KeYmaera [38] and many other tools [39], [40] trust the results
of Z3.

VI.

V ERIFIED C OMPILATION

By integrating with language formalisms, the V ERI D RONE
framework can be used to verify properties on the actual code
that runs on the system. In practice, it is common to rely on
unverified translations or “manual inspection” to relate code
and its model. However, this kind of translation is exactly
the source of problems such as the Patriot Missile floating
point bug where 28 American soldiers died due the software’s
incorrect accounting of floating point inaccuracies [41].
To close this gap we have begun developing tools to
connect our models, defined using real numbers and temporal
logic, to more traditional programs. We have developed an
embedding operator that allows us write imperative code
directly within our temporal logic and prove properties of the
resulting system.
(
Sys∆ (EmbedC

)

if(v + ap *∆<MAX_VEL)
a = ap ;
)W
else a = 0;

` (v ≤ MAX_VEL)

Here, EmbedC embeds a C-like program into our temporal
logic. The definition of EmbedC ensures that the only actions
allowed are the ones that correspond to valid executions of
the C program. While we have so far only explored C, our
embedding process is language-agnostic, allowing us to embed
a variety of languages into our hybrid system formalism.
Crucially, the EmbedC construct allows us to embed the
C code from the implementation into our logic, and thus
reason about it formally to show that the low-level C code is
equivalent property-wise to the high-level model over which
our previous properties were proved. To reason about the Clevel code, we can leverage a range of verification frameworks
such as the Verified Software Toolchain [42] to assist with
language-level abstractions. Connecting the model to the code
in this way forces us not only to reason about the connection
between real and floating point numbers, but also to prove that
the C programs are crash-free.
Integrating with the Rest of the Stack. Once we have used
the above embedding mechanism to connect our properties
from the high-level model to the C-level implementation, we
can then push these properties all the way down to machine
code by leveraging verification results such as the CompCert
verified C compiler [43]. Finally, we can connect our verified
code to verified systems software such as the CertiKOS [44]
verified hypervisor in a completely foundational way.
Compiling Down to Hardware. Even more aggressively, one
might also consider compiling the high-level model directly to
hardware in a fully verified way. Compiling down to Verilog
has several benefits. First, it would allow us to more accurately
reason about timing of the controller, which is an important
consideration when interacting with the physical world. For
example, we would be able to prove strong bounds on the
timing of hardware-generated low-level controllers, while still
allowing a higher-level controller to run complex and timeconsuming algorithms, such as object recognition, on a separate general purpose processor. Second, compiling controllers
all the way down to hardware would make the controllers more
resilient to malicious attacks. For example, certain attacks
against quadcopters use vulnerabilities in the software stack,
such as the communication software, to take control of the

software that runs on the quadcopter. By generating specialized
hardware, we would make such attacks much harder to mount,
which in certain high-assurance scenarios might be beneficial.
VII.

S ENSORS & U NCERTAINTY

All control software running on a cyber-physical system
relies on knowledge of the system’s state (e.g. current position,
attitude, etc). Up until now, we have ignored the uncertainty
inherent in this knowledge. Moving to an uncertain world
raises two interesting directions for investigation.
First, we would like to formally characterize how our
existing systems behave in the presence of uncertainty. For
example, building a probabilistic analogue of monitor safety
will allow us to formally quantify how the degree of state
uncertainty affects the properties that our systems guarantee.
Second, modern cyber-physical systems rely on sophisticated sensor fusion algorithms to combine the knowledge from
multiple sensors to estimate the current state. For example,
a quadcopter may combine GPS input with data from an
accelerometer to tolerate variations in sensed values that might
occur due to GPS inaccuracy. We would like to formally reason
about the uncertainty in the estimates produced by sensor
fusion. Combining these results with the previous results would
give us a probabilistic guarantee about the entire system,
consisting of both sensor fusion and control software.
Addressing these questions will require adapting our LTL
model to support probability. Coq’s expressive logic provides
a powerful framework for exploring the tradeoffs between
existing probabilistic temporal logics [45] and gives us the
flexibility to develop new ones if necessary.
VIII.

C ONCLUSIONS

V ERI D RONE is a foundational framework for research in
and verification of cyber-physical systems. Throughout this
paper we demonstrated its core principles. Foundational proofs
in a general-purpose formalism give a high level of assurance
but also make it possible to extend the model to support
verification ranging from straightforward safety properties in
simple models to robustness and probabilistic properties in
more nuanced models with disturbances. Connecting with
previous developments such as CompCert and Flocq allows
us to connect our high-level models down to the machine
code that runs on the quadcopter and leverage purely digital
results such as cryptography [46] and verified systems software
to gain deeper guarantees. In the future, we believe that
foundational frameworks such as V ERI D RONE will provide a
unifying foundation for establishing deep end-to-end properties
of the cyber-physicals systems that we bet our lives on.
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